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Whiskers
The company’s premium golf 
shoelaces are available in 
more than 70 colors and 
patterns. Made in the USA 
from ultra-durable poly-nylon 
weave with an appropriate 
amount of stretch, Whiskers 
laces feature high-grade 
aglets that withstand 
tough conditions and 
are slim wrapped to 
fit skinny eyelets. On 
any given tournament 
week, Whiskers golf 
laces are worn by 
more than 75 PGA and 
LPGA Tour players and their caddies 
in FootJoy, Adidas, Nike, Puma, ECCO and other 
leading shoe brands. Amateur golfers also match laces 
with their shirts, hats, belts, pants and shoes, adding 
color pop and personality to dad’s wardrobes. Single 
pairs ($15), three packs ($40) and “fivers.” ($60)
www.whiskerslaces.com  

THE GOOD STUFF / HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE

Alphard Golf
More than ever, golfers are eschewing riding 
carts and electing to walk 4-1/2 miles, burn up 
to 2,000 calories and intake Vitamin D over 
18 holes. Furthermore, golfers abhor wasting 
energy pushing a cart when it should be saved 
for walking stamina and shot mechanics. Enter 
Alphard Golf that sells tens of thousands of custom 
brackets, including its mega-popular Club Booster 
V2, that, in minutes, converts manual push carts 
into technologically advanced, motorized, remote-
controlled golf caddies. Follow your cart or walk 
side by side with your cart over flat, rolling and 
even hilly terrain. Talk about less expensive, 
practical, and durable.
www.alphardgolf.com

Gimme Fuel, Gimme Fire
Whether you’re buying for 

a serious whiskey lover 
or a serious rockstar, this 

BLACKENED X Wes Henderson 
Kentucky straight bourbon is a 
preferred gift. Master Distiller 

Rob Dietrich, Wes Henderson, 
and Metallica bring this cask-
strength whiskey to life. It’s like 

drinking a glass of smooth, 
heavy metal.

$100   blackenedwhiskey.com

The Gift of Pete
Even if you’re not buying 

for a golfer, who wouldn’t love a stylish 
hoodie with “Pete” of Original Penguin 
on it? This novelty golf hoodie is 60% 

cotton and 40% recycled polyester with 
a French terry fabrication that is oh, so 
comfy for the cold months. Available in 

Black Iris or Prairie Sand. 
$75   originalpenguin.com

Fancy Flat Stick
Sacks Parente Golf has produced some 
eye-catching putters, and this Series 91 
called “The Duke,” is a showstopper. A 
small-ish mallet with a classic toe hang 
design, it’s clean to look at and promotes 
a smooth putting stroke. Your favorite 
golfer won’t be able to resist rolling a few 
putts around the Christmas tree.
$349.99   sacksparente.com

Give a Hoot 
Here’s your new favorite 
golf towel that you’ll never 
lose. The MagnetOwl Golf 

Towel (so much fun to say). The 
towel is soft and durable, but 
the money is in the industrial 

strength magnet that will stick 
to your clubs, golf cart, or 
the metal plate in Cousin 

Eddie’s head. Included are 
two metal ball markers. 
Available is black, red, 

green, orange, pink, blue, 
gray, and white. 

$34.95   magnetowl.com

Good Things,  
Small Packages
If your favorite golfer 
likes technology, this 
SC4 launch monitor from 
Swing Caddie will have 
them geeking out. This 
reasonably priced unit 
is packed with data 
from a launch monitor 
standpoint, but it’s also 
a simulator that can 
have you playing 
virtual courses in 
no time. Pair with 
your phone or 
tablet and kiss 
the cold weather 
goodbye. 
$549.99
voicecaddie.com

Extracurricular
Several years after guiding Travis Mathew 

to its acquisition by Callaway, Chris 
Rosaasen recently launched 

Extracurricular, the new men’s 
golf-lifestyle apparel that’s 
worn by Dustin Johnson and 
is off to a flying start. The 
brand celebrates time well 
spent, with multi-hyphenate 
gents especially loving 
Extracurricular’s classic 

pieces that take them 
from the greens to cocktails and 

everything in between. Fabrics 
are luxe and substantive. Cuts are 
comfortable and align with athletic 
and everyday movements. A tight 
range of polos, tees, second layers, 
bottoms, and hats are in fun yet 
classic colors, with designs sporting 
a twang of edge. Tour players love 
Extracurricular and the special man in 
your life will, too.
www.ex-cr.com

Sole For Your Game
Comfort is the name of the game when you 
are looking for a new pair of golf shoes. 
ASICS shoes have been around a long time 
and now their latest line of golf shoes is 
starting to leave a solid footprint in the industry. 
Their GEL-KAYANO model with FlyteFoam 

technology is a step ahead of the 
competition with unmatched 

stability and breathability in an 
attractive waterproof design.

$170   asics.com
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